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Abstract---Mobile environment capable of accessing Web 

services over wireless networks is interesting work because 

of diverse issues mentioned and limited resources of mobile 

phones. In this paper, we focus on issue how to perform 

dynamically invoking of web services using J2ME 

middleware platform for mobile devices, service requestors 

are mobile phones and by them introducing dynamic proxy 

between internet service providers and mobile requestors. 

We provide features to access web services dynamically. 

Firstly, support of dynamic binding and support of UDDI 

description and registry. Furthermore, support of SOAP 

messages with encoded representing with format .It includes 

the specification of the dynamic proxy, framework of web 

services roles and theoretical results with performance of 

processing request from mobile devices. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The utilization of Web services in mobiles permits clients to 

find and access to advanced facilities and administrations at 

anyplace and at whatever time. The right to gain entrance to 

these assets in a wired-remote framework includes: service 

finding and execution. 

The necessity of services to include new 

functionalities at any time and thusly give versatile 

purchasers various decision for accessible services at 

runtime requires a dynamic discovery and invocation 

process. The utilization of this procedure brings various 

profits to clients, for example, a client without any prior 

knowledge of services require upgrading of services when 

any services is provided additionally . 

Client requests are more complex some times that 

depends on many functionalities of applications. But in web 

services there is a limited service can be provided that is not 

efficient enough to make client needs full fill. In that case 

the registered web services may fail, so dynamic web 

services are proposed to execute the complex queries of the 

client which is a process of building a new service by 

existing ones. [6, 7] To attain that the service providers must 

exchange information between them. For this we use some 

middle ware that maintains the flow of requests made by the 

client, based on the requests middle ware searches for a 

service [8] that can give appropriate result for each and 

every task for the client. This composition is refined by the 

request parameters, messages. So by this functionality 

dynamic switching between services is happened according 

to the request. 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section provides a brief summary of Web services 

standards related to our work, scenarios of using Web 

services in mobile phones, and ongoing specifications 

related to it. Discussion about if is appropriate to adopt 

common scenarios to support services on wired networks in 

mobile phones is included.  

 Web Services Standards A.

The WS paradigm [4] involves three types of participants: 

WS provider, WS

 
Fig. 1: Message Exchanging in soap 

Requestor (also referred to as service consumer or XML 

message back into an actual service invocation. 

The structure of a SOAP message is influenced by: two 

different interaction styles 

And encoding rules. Then, four different types of SOAP 

messages are possible: RPC/encoded, RPC/literal, 

document/literal and client) and WS registry or broker. 

The infrastructure necessary to implement a WS based 

approach requires: a way to communicate (SOAP) [5], a 

way to describe services (WSDL) [6], and a name and 

directory server to publish and advertise available services 

(UDDI) [25]. In middleware terms, a service is a procedure, 

method or object with a published interface by a service 

provider that can be invoked by service clients. Using 

SOAP-based interaction, the client makes a procedure call 

that looks like a local call. As a result, clients can invoke 

Web services by means of standardized conventions to 

convert procedure calls into an XML message, to exchange 

this message through HTTP or other protocols, and to turn 

the XML message back into an actual service invocation. 

The structure of a SOAP message is influenced by: two 

different interaction styles 

And encoding rules. Then, four different types of SOAP 

messages are possible: 

RPC/encoded, RPC/literal, document/literal and 

document/encoded. 

WSDL is an XML-based interface definition 

language. This interface is specified In terms of methods 
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supported by the Web service. This interface can be 

compiled Into the appropriate programming language to 

generate the stubs and intermediate Layers that make calls to 

the Web services transparent. 

 WS-aware mobile device B.

In this architectural configuration, the entity that plays the 

role of the WS requestor is the mobile device itself. This 

device needs to dispose a WS client application in order to 

enable the provision of services to mobile users. It interacts 

with the service provider and the service broker using WS-

aware protocols over the wireless network can be used to 

present data and voice allows user to listen to data instead of 

viewing it. 

Sun Java Wireless Toolkit provides a stub 

generator. In this setting, such a large number of stubs are 

created and annexed to the customer application as 

distinctive services are given to the service client. 

There is just support to the record style of operation  

 
Fig. 2: 

III. CLIENT APPLICATIONS WITH J2ME 

The java micro edition (Java ME) platform gives an 

environment for consumer devices where client applications 

runs on it.J2ME divides into profiles, configurations and 

packages. Profiles, where higher application program 

interface and specifies life cycle model, storage and 

consuming device properties. Configurations are collection 

of libraries, which gives application program interface 

(APIs) used for class libraries of device and packages extend 

J2ME platform by enhancing functionalities to services. 

There is no backing for dynamic proxies. That is, Java ME 

subset supports just static stubs. The Creator is responsible 

of producing the stubs utilizing a WSDL to Java mapping 

device.  The with utilization.  Neither for standard service 

registry and discover nor supportive to UDDI 2.0 

determination are given. 

There is no support to the utilization of a mobile 

devices as server of Web services. That is, the JAXP-RPC 

for Java ME subset doesn't help the service endpoint model, 

just the customer service purchaser model is supporting.  

JAX-RPC for Java ME doesn't help the sum of the JAX-

RPC 1.1 essential types. For illustration, there is support for 

complex types, and mapping of floating point types relies on 

upon the Java ME setup you utilization. 

Throughput and Average Response Time for based 

proxy that acts as a DDI client over the service manager 

using three distinct types (echo, struct and synthetic) and 

four different approaches static stub, standards, time and 

cache memory for successive times and cache memory. 

 

 
Fig. 3:  Expected graph of functions 

 

 
Fig. 4: 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Standard Web services infrastructures are focused on static 

stub based invocation of Web services. However, this 

scenario is not appropriate for mobile environments, where 

services and clients have a high rate of change. In order for 

Web services to expand across the mobile phones, users 

need to be able to efficiently discover and access to Web 
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services at runtime. In this paper, we address the use of 

dynamic discovery and invocation of Web services in 

mobile phones using J2ME middleware platform. We 

propose a Web service network of services and as server to 

the mobile devices. With this approach, mobile consumers 

may locate new services at runtime without updating their 

client application. Also, interactions between the mobile 

phones and the network are reduced. 
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